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Introduction

Some customers have expressed concern that if they migrate from their current display to a new display with 
a different aspect ratio, the graphics will be distorted or “stretched.” Most workstation users do not experience 
stretched graphics on their displays, but this problem can occur if the computer’s desktop resolution does not match 
the native resolution of the display. This white paper discusses such cases, and shows how to correct them so that 
what you see on the screen is not stretched. Customers should have no concerns about moving to a new wide-format 
monitor.

Native resolution
An LCD flat panel display has pixels physically implemented in the glass panel. The number of pixels in the display 
is fixed, and does not change when the resolution of the “desktop” (the computer’s screen space) is changed. The 
number of the display’s physical pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions is called the “native resolution” of the 
display.

Stretched graphics
This white paper is concerned with stretched graphics. This is the case when the desktop is stretched by different 
amounts horizontally and vertically, i.e. when circles are elliptical. You will see examples of this problem in this 
document.

Workstation applications
Almost all graphics applications can operate with no problems at any resolution of the desktop. For example, a 
mechanical design application will draw graphics correctly (i.e. not stretched) whether it’s on an old 1280 x 1024 
display, a more recent 1600 x 1200 display or a modern 1920 x 1200 display. If you are seeing stretched graphics, it 
is unlikely to be the fault of the application, unless perhaps you are using an application that has not been updated in 
the last 15 years!

Best results are obtained when the resolution of the desktop exactly matches the 
native resolution of the display.
The benefits in this case are:

• Maximum screen “real estate” (pixels available for your desktop)

• Graphics are not stretched

• Sharpest visual quality, especially for text

These benefits arise because there is a one-to-one mapping of the pixels on your graphics card with the pixels on the 
display. Therefore, HP recommends that you set the resolution of your desktop to match the native resolution of the 
display. The native resolutions of HP Professional and Z Displays are:

• HP Z22i and Z23i: 1920 x 1080 pixels

• HP Z24i: 1920 x 1200 pixels

• HP Z27i: 2560 x 1440 pixels

• HP Z30i: 2560 x 1600 pixels

• HP DreamColor LP2480zx: 1920 x 1200 pixels
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An example of correct configuration
Here is a photograph of Autodesk AutoCAD 2010 with a drawing of a filled circle, displayed on an HP ZR24w display 
with the desktop set to 1920 x 1200 pixels: 

You can see that the circle is not stretched and looks correct. Additionally, text is sharp, and the desktop real estate is 
maximized. This is because the desktop’s resolution matches the display’s native resolution.

An example of incorrect configuration
Suppose instead that the desktop’s resolution is set to 1600 x 1200 pixels. This does not match the HP ZR24w’s native 
resolution (1920 x 1200). What would it look like? The answer: the image will be stretched to fill the display, like this:

The circle is now stretched horizontally and looks incorrect. In fact, everything is stretched, including the circular 
Windows® logo in the bottom left corner, and the round navigation tool in the top right corner of the drawing window. 
Text is less crisp, and there is less real estate for your work—notice how the window on the right now takes up more 
space on the display. What’s happening is that 1600 horizontal pixels are being scaled (by the graphics card or by the 
display itself) to fill the display’s full width, which is 1920 pixels. There is no longer a one-to-one mapping, so pixels 
appear less sharp.
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“Stretched on the display” is not “stretched on the desktop”
Here is another example of mismatched resolutions: 

The display is an HP ZR24w (native resolution 1920 x 1200) and the desktop was set to 1920 x 1080: In this case, 
1080 vertical pixels are stretched to fill the display’s 1200 vertical pixels, so graphics appear stretched vertically. 
Another way to describe this is to say that the desktop has a 16:9 aspect ratio, but the display has a 16:10 aspect ratio. 
If the aspect ratios do not match, graphics will appear stretched. It’s important to note that the stretched appearance 
is only on the display. As far as the computer is concerned, the circle is not stretched. 

Here is the screen capture of this application when the desktop was set to 1920 x 1080 pixels:

This image would be identical irrespective of whether I’m using a Z22i, a Z23i (1920 x 1080) or a Z24i (1920 x 1200) 
display. With the Z24i, the displayed image would be stretched vertically, but the screen capture would not. This 
proves that the application is drawing the graphics correctly.
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How to correct the problem of stretched graphics
Method 1: Matching the desktop to the display (recommended method)
With the first method, you can adjust the resolution of the desktop so that it matches the native resolution of the 
display. You can do this very easily in Windows® 7. Right-click on the backdrop of your desktop, and a menu will 
appear. Select “Screen resolution” and the following window will open: 

In this case, the display is an HP ZR24w, but the resolution is set to 1600 x 1200. This will appear stretched. Click on 
the Resolution pull-down menu, and you will see the following:

Do you see that 1920 x 1200 is labeled “recommended?” This is because Windows 7 can determine the native 
resolution of your display. You don’t need to look it up: the computer has done it for you. Select the recommended 
resolution, and then click “Apply.” The resolution will change. You will need to click another button to keep the new 
settings, and now your workstation is configured optimally, with no stretched graphics.

Method 2: Changing the scaling setting
(Remember that Method 1 is recommended because it gives the best results.) If for some reason you want the 
desktop to have lower resolution than the display, you can adjust the scaling setting so that the desktop is not 
stretched differently in horizontal and vertical directions. Some people deliberately set the desktop’s resolution to 
less than the display’s resolution so that text appears larger and is easier to read. (This is not ideal: the text becomes 
less sharp when you do this; and in fact Windows offers a better way to increase text size to make it easier to read. 
Choose the “Display” option in the Control Panel.)

Scaling up a smaller desktop resolution to fill a larger display will not produce stretched graphics if the aspect ratio 
is unchanged. In this case, the horizontal and vertical scaling amounts are the same. This can be achieved using the 
Control Panel for the graphics card or the on-screen controls of the display. 
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This can be corrected (on NVIDIA graphics cards) as follows:  Right-click on the backdrop of your desktop, and select 
“NVIDIA Control Panel.” When the Control Panel opens, click on “Adjust desktop size and position” on the left. It will 
look like this: 

Notice that section two is set to “Use my display’s built-in scaling.” This explains why the image is stretched to fill the 
display. Click on “Do not scale,” and the image on the display will be corrected to the following: 

Let’s say that you need to set your desktop to 1600 x 1200 pixels, and your display is an HP Z24i. It will look (by 
default) like this:
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The desktop is now correctly displayed, with no stretched graphics. There are black, empty areas to the left and 
right of the desktop because the image is not being stretched to fill the display. (This shows that real estate is not 
maximized, so Method 1 is better.) With some AMD graphics drivers, it may not be possible to control the scaling from 
the Catalyst Control Panel. In this case, you can use the controls in the display itself (not available on the HP ZR30w). 
Imagine a desktop that is 1280 x 1024 pixels, and it is displayed on an HP Z22i display (1920 x 1080). As you can 
imagine, the result is significantly stretched:

Remember that the best way to correct this is to set the desktop’s resolution to match the display’s resolution, as 
discussed earlier in this paper. But if you do really need to use 1280 x 1024 pixels (for example: some old applications 
may need this desktop resolution), then you can correct the aspect ratio as follows (details may differ depending on 
which display you have):

Press the menu button on the display. Select “Image Control...”

Now select “Custom Scaling:”
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And finally, select “Fill to Aspect Ratio:” 

The result will look like this:

Once again, there are black areas on the left and right, because the desktop is not being stretched to fill the display’s 
width.

Summary

The best results are typically obtained when the desktop’s resolution exactly matches the native resolution of 
the display. Images are not stretched, text is crisp, and desktop real-estate is maximized. It’s easy to change the 
desktop’s resolution to match the display’s resolution. In cases where the desktop’s resolution needs to be different 
from the display’s resolution, it’s possible to manage the scaling setting (using either the graphic card’s Control Panel 
or the display’s own settings) to ensure that the graphics are not stretched.
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